2 time/space that replaces and cancels out any abstract planetary coordinates. In this sense the worlding of the novel would leave it less worldly rather than more.
If we want to argue nevertheless that the novel has indeed become more worldly, we need some clarity about those particular attributes of the world that we expect it to reproduce.
Must it for example enter into the subjectivity of the hijackers and the logic of their attack, as
Falling Man so boldly does? We are all connected, as the saying goes, but in different ways and at different scales: political, economic, ecological, and so on. What sort of interconnectedness are we asking the novel to apply its street smarts to? There are also questions of form. Streetlevel storytelling is associated with certain formal conventions of character, plot, point of view. 4 Which of these would have to be stretched or even replaced in order for the novel to embody a greater worldliness? And would such stretching and replacing necessarily be greeted as marks of literary success? Again, what exactly do we want? For some readers, true worldliness might require an honest confession of the novel's inability to tell meaningful stories of identity and relationship at the global scale; it might mean reflecting back to us the world's true meaninglessness. Others would ask for measurable achievement in reading the distant world with sympathy and accuracy, or at least a good-faith effort to make it as familiar as the streets where we work or live.
There is no doubt that, as the regions of the world that are obscurely tugging on each others' everyday life have increased, the demand has grown for better maps, more complex and reliable global positioning systems. But we cannot take for granted that the novel has managed to satisfy this demand. Does it indeed make the world more navigable? The plethora of questions above can be summed up in one large question. Has there in fact been a worlding of 3 the novel?
A number of 9/11 novels suggest that the answer to this question may be no. In the face of large-scale impersonal violence, many of them retreat into domesticity-behind national borders, behind the door of the family home. In Claire Messud's The Emperor's Children (2006) , for example, 9/11 interrupts like a moralizing deus ex machina, determined that the events should end in a return to order: an extra-marital affair is broken up, an ambitious usurper has his projects foiled, a woman is reunited with her mother. 5 Only one strand of the plot goes the other way: an uncomfortable young man, presumed killed in the towers, is enabled to disappear from his family without leaving a trace. In William Gibson's Pattern Recognition (2003), 9/11 provides the needed ethico-emotional excuse for the disappearance of a family member who was missing anyway. Because of the falling towers, both the absent father and the putatively villainous father-surrogate can finally be forgiven. 6 In Joseph O'Neill's Netherland (2008), husband and wife split up over their reactions to 9/11, and to the American government's reactions to it. She says: "Our personal feelings don't come into the picture. There are forces out there" (98). He says he is "a political-ethical idiot,",and is clearly pleased to say so; he believes that only personal relations matter. The couple is reunited when his view more or less wins out. 7 DeLillo too takes 9/11 as an occasion to send his protagonist home to his estranged wife and child. When the word "world" comes up in Falling Man, it's often to indicate that ambitions are being scaled-back, life-complicating desires are being abandoned. "Keith used to want more of the world than there was time and means to acquire. He didn't want this anymore, whatever it was he'd wanted." "This was the world now," DeLillo writes. In "a time and space of falling ash and near night," the point seems to be that the novel's field of vision has contracted, not expanded. When the street becomes a world, perhaps we can see less rather than more of the world outside our borders. Seeing less may even be the goal we strive for. At one point Falling
Man makes an explicit argument against seeing the street as the world. Reconstructing the perspective of one of the hijackers, a perspective that sounds rather like his own, DeLillo bestows on him the ability and impulse to see through the street to the structures of world power behind it. 8 "These people jogging in the park, world domination. These old men who sit in beach chairs, veined white bodies and baseball caps, they control our world.." The ability to glimpse "world domination" behind old men in beach chairs is essential if one is to believe that seemingly random violence at any point will in fact injure the enemy as an organic whole. (On the other hand, the legitimacy of random violence is of course not the only conclusion one might draw from such global perceptions.) Better, then, to reject wholeness in favor of the fragmentary. Better for the eye to stop at the veined white bodies and the baseball caps, the things in themselves, cherishing them in their overlooked particularity rather than feeling obliged to pass on to the inhuman structures that may or may not link them together. resembled visits to such a museum-mercifully short visits. Between comic entertainment at the expense of foreign absurdities and the representation of foreign history as extreme suffering, the latter may sound as if it offers a more earnest educational payoff. But for the most part it too is subject to generic rules that severely limit the instruction it can deliver about the world and America's place in it.
One such rule is that history abroad will be never be less than atrocity, and atrocity abroad can then serve as the motivating event behind a "coming to America" story. In Bharati
Mukjerjee's Jasmine (1989), as in many other narratives of heroic American acculturation, the protagonist's country of origin-here, India-is vividly presented as a place of inscrutable and 6 incurable ethnic violence. 13 Her fiancé is assassinated in a bombing, thus underlining the ineligibility of her homeland as a place to live and reproduce. The more painful the history, the more the protagonist is justified in leaving her home behind and coming to America. America, despite all the nasty obstacles it puts in the way of the would-be immigrant, cannot equal the nastiness of such a history. 14 Rushdie's Midnight's Children). 16 But Eugenides (unlike Rushdie) allows the initial atrocity to dissipate gently into another coming-to-America narrative. It will have grave consequences for the main character's sexual identity, but they too dissolve eventually into the (relative) happiness of perpetual self-fashioning. Unlike the trauma itself, the scene of the trauma disappears forever. 18 Here the proportions are very different-much of the novel centers on trying to understand the complexity of African events.
Non-American suffering and injustice are better balanced by attention to the domestic varieties of each. But the same underlying schema, however inflected with irony, remains visible.
Step one: atrocity in a foreign country.
Step two: escape to the US.
For all its limitations, the "coming to America" narrative must be counted as a valuable mode of novelistic worldliness. Even if it necessarily paints the world outside America's borders as a place of atrocity, subordinates that world to a more or less comforting story-line, and flatters the American destination, it also offers readers some chance-in the case of Diaz and
Eggers, a considerable chance-to get inside foreign minds in the midst of foreign histories. Sky's Kit, having run off into the desert and joined a caravan after Port's death, thinks at the moment of succumbing to a stranger's sexual advances: "She was alone in a vast and unrecognizable world, but alone only for a moment; then she understood that this friendly carnal presence was there with her." It's the vastness of the world that pushes them together, and the carnal-friendly bond thus produced may be appropriate to that vastness.
The first sentence of Norman Rush's novel Mating (1991) is "In Africa, you want more, I
think." The "you" is specified as whites. What the white narrator wants is love. She and her white beloved both want equality, with the emphasis on gender equality; the beloved (an expatriate leftist intellectual) has set up a secret women-run utopian community in the Botswanan desert. But the privileges announced by the initial "you" are at odds with this egalitarian ideal, and the novel plays with the idea that love itself may also be at odds with it. In Mating, where the reader's conventional investment in the love affair is cleverly channeled into a much less conventional investment in the success of the utopian community, the figure of the privileged expatriate shades imperceptibly into the figure of the do-gooder. The obvious difference between them-the latter seeks meaning, the former meaninglessness-might seem overshadowed by the privileges they clearly share. Still, the dominant tone is not always ironic, nor should it be. Despite the pervasive cynicism toward self-righteousness, innocence abroad, and the likelihood that the do-gooder will do unintended harm, this tradition has continued to suggest that justice may be more accessible or clearer in its outlines when viewed from abroad. Kunkel's slacker hero seems unable to find either love or motivation at home in the US.
Like the narrator of Rush's Mating, he discovers both together, and both abroad. He does so by finding , deep in a South American jungle, a potentially marketable commodity called bobohuariza and receiving from his beloved-to-be a lecture on the consequences of the marketing of rubber. This is more than a variant on the exoticism of the adventure story. Travel produces knowledge. It's not that we absolutely need to see where commodities come from.
Rather, capitalism as a system is more visible transnationally than domestically because it distributes its costs so unevenly between national populations, protecting even the poor in the US against many of its worst effects and leaving many others, like the South American producers of rubber, utterly unprotected. In principle, the disparities and causal chains between the lives of producers and the lives of consumers might be observed in any nation. Yet in most American living rooms and even most streets, they can also be ignored. In a story that manages to cross the divide between rich nations and poor nations, ignoring them is harder. Aerospatiale turboprops to a start-up commuter airline in Nova Scotia. In fact, he already did that, yesterday. So, whoops, no airline.
In case we have missed the logic here, Lithuania's port has been sold off to Orfic Midland, the same people who have bought and liquidated the railroad to which Chip's father devoted his life.
The man who thinks as he falls that the only solid thing is his children has lost his foothold in the world as a result of the same theory-that "a railroad's first responsibility was to its stockholders" and not to provide service-and the same financial processes that turned Lithuania into "a zone of semi-anarchy, criminal warlords, and subsistence farming." This has much to do, though of course not everything, with how his children have turned out and why it's so hard to get them home for Christmas. To a remarkable extent, the key to the absurd and heartwrenching unhappiness of this relatively prosperous Middle Western family is to be found in another distant absurdistan. 24 Appearances to the contrary, then, Franzen's middlebrow, family-chronicle form allows him to extend the avant-garde ambitions of Thomas Pynchon. Pynchon's Gravity's Rainbow (1973) begins with the inadequacy of the human sensorium to deal with global history. Like the V-2 missile, this history hits you before you can hear it coming. 25 If you want to understand why V-2s are falling on London, you can't just look at London. The rockets fall from high above; the launching sites are far away. In pursuit of their causes, you will have to spend some time as an expatriate. The secret you will find in the Zone will turn out to be bigger even than Nazi Germany; it will turn out to lie in a sort of conspiracy theory whose real agents are multinational corporations that work both sides of the World War II divide. This post-national answer need not be the answer. Blaming the United States is not, as it might seem, the only valuable content of worldliness. Neither Pynchon nor Franzen in fact identifies the US as the definitive origin or center of global capitalism, and in this I think they rightly avoid a (common) 13 sort of negative exceptionalism. Yet when the novel manages not just to describe other places, but to describe the causal connections between those other places and ours, the prospect of blame will necessarily arise.
One brilliant response to the blame problem can be found in the work of Jamaica As in Tree of Smoke, the US government, all too easily represented by powerful rogue elements within it, is just another player in that shadowy arena of governments, movements, global corporations, and semi-autonomous agencies where no one occupies the high moral ground.
This is a powerful alternative to belligerent patriotism, even if the moral is often, once again, the virtues of withdrawal from public action, especially in transnational territory.
In much science fiction, the modern nation-state is declared to be obsolete. Sometimes Pattern Recognition is another 9/11 novel, but its worldliness has less to do with terrorism than with the global circulation of commodities. Its equivalent of the technologicallyaugmented capacities that science fiction so often bestows on its characters is the protagonist's uncanny ability to predict the success or failure of corporate logos, an ability that is both a kind of critique of the global marketplace-logos pursue her from continent to continent, literally making her sick-and itself a marketable commodity. The plot will treat this ability as a disease, curing her of it after a climactic recognition-and-reconciliation scene with a figure who personally embodies the combined menace of international terror and of corporate capital. But the novel's central mystery features a kind of anti-logo circulating for free on the Internet, and this mystery is solved when the placeless identities of the Internet resolve into faces, recognized,
